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Abstract— Results of queries by personal names often contain
documents related to several people because of the namesake
problem. In order to differentiate documents related to different
people, an effective method is needed to measure document
similarities and to find documents related to the same person.
Some previous researchers have used the vector space model
or have tried to extract common named entities for measuring
similarities. We propose a new method that uses Web directories
as a knowledge base to find shared contexts in document pairs
and uses the measurement of shared contexts to determine
similarities between document pairs. Experimental results show
that our proposed method outperforms the vector space model
method and the named entity recognition method.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The prevalence of the Internet in daily life has made the
World Wide Web(WWW) a huge resource for information.
Information in the WWW comes from many sources, includ-
ing websites of companies, organizations, communities, and
personal homepages, etc. In such a heterogeneous environ-
ment, information about one person tends to be scattered in
various places. Suppose we want to search for information
about a person. We may send a query containing his name
to a search engine and get a set of documents containing his
name. However, because of the name sake problem the set of
documents may contain documents related to several people.
For example, the top 100 pages from the Google search engine
for the query“Jim Clark” contain at least eight differentJim
Clarks. Among them, two people with the largest number of
pages areJim Clark the Formula one world champion (46
pages) andJim Clark the founder of Netscape (26 pages). It
would be more easily for end-users to find their interested
person, if we can separate documents of different people.

Our reseach objective is to determine documents related
to the same person and to group them together, so that end-
users can get their desired information more easily. When
determining documents related to the same person, correctly
measuring the closeness between pairs of documents is very
crucial because it directly affects determining performance.

In some previous research [1], [2], [3], [10], [12], [13],
[14], name disambiguation in several circumstances (people

in newspapers, authors in publications, people in social net-
work) have been researched and several methods like vector
space model, name entity extraction, graph model have been
proposed. However, these methods are difficult to apply for
documents in the web as web documents have different char-
acteristics from documents having been researched. Compar-
ing with newspapers’ articles or publications, web documents
are of more various templates and contain much noise.

In order to solve the name disambiguation problem in
the web, we propose a new method that can effectively
measure similarities of web documents. As web documents
often contain noisy data, to find out a topic of a web page is
difficult. We use several sets of documents on several topics to
help to find web pages’ topics and to extract important terms
related to topics. Then we use these important terms for the
calculation of document pair similarities.

These sets of documents can be regarded as a knowledge
base, an information source on various topics. We chose to
use Web directories for the knowledge base because they are
easy to get from the Web. We used the Dmoz Web directories
[6] in our research. Our proposed method may be used in
cooperation with some already existing methods to improve
the disambiguating performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we summarize the related research. Then in section III,
we propose a new method to measure similarities among
documents. We present our idea for measuring similarities
and give details of the calculation process. Experiment results
and comparisons with other methods are given in section IV.
Finally, section V concludes our work.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORKS

Suppose we send a queryA to a search engine and get
a set of documentsS = {d1, d2, ..., dn}. and documents in
S are aboutk people P1, P2, ..., Pk. Our task is to group
n documents inS into groups so that each group contains
documents related to only one person. As we havek people,
the result should containk groups, each group corresponds to
one person.



In [10], Bagga and Baldwin solved the problem of personal
name coreference in news articles. They used the vector space
model (VSM) [8] to measure similarities between articles. A
person appearing in some news articles tends to be related
to one event, so that person’s relevant documents tend to
discuss only one story. Therefore, the VSM model measures
similarities very well. However, for people in the Web, they
may appear with more than one event and their relevant docu-
ments may be about different topics. For example, a computer
science researcher can have many publication. Although all of
them are about computer science, they may be about different
specific topics under the same general computer science topic.
In such a case, where relationship between pages are weak,
the VSM model may not measure similarities well.

In [1], Pederson et al. calculated words’ context vectors
using word co-occurrence information. Each document was
represented by a context vector using the methodsecond order
context vectors[19] (they calculated the average vector of all
context vectors in a document). They used the documents’
context vectors to cluster the documents into groups. However,
this approach is suitable only for people whose names appear
in a large number of documents because calculation of words’s
context vectors requires word co-occurrence information from
a large number of documents.

In [2], Bekkerman and McCallumn proposed a method
to extract a group of people simultaneously. People in this
group are related to one another so their relevant web pages
may share a same topic and be connected. The researches
proposed two methods to extract a group of people: one that
uses link information in web pages and another that uses the
Agglomerative Conglomerative Double Clustering (A/CDC)
[2] clustering algorithm to group together web pages with the
same topic. The use of this method is limited because when
we search for a person on the Internet, we may not know
about his social network in advance.

Extraction of personal profiles has been used in some other
researches [13], [3], [14]. In [13], Mann et al. used the pattern
matching method to extract personal profiles (birthday, birth
place, occupation, etc). In [3], Guha et al. used databases like
DBLP [16], Amazon [17] to extract books’ author names and
research keywords. In [14], Wan et al. used natural language
processing techniques to extract named entities in documents.

Our method can be seen as an improvement on the vector
space model method: we give more weight to terms strongly
related with the topic of document. To do this, we look for
other documents that are close in topic to the current document
and count the keywords’ frequencies in the other documents.
The details of our method are given in the next section.

III. S IMILARITY VIA KNOWLEDGE BASE (SKB)

A. System overview

Figure 1 shows the overview of name disambiguation
system. We get results from a search engine as input data.
Besides this online input data, we also prepare several sets
of documents on several topics. In the execution phase, we

first calculate the similarities between every document pairs.
Then, we use these similarity results for the agglomerative
clustering algorithm to group documents. Finally, we get
several groups of documents, each group contains documents
related to the same person. The following subsection will
discuss more details on the similarity calculation algorithm
and the clustering algorithm.

B. Measuring document similarities

The vector space model (VSM) method is a traditional and
basic method used to measure similarities between documents.
It measures the weight of terms based on the number of times
a term occurs in a document (term frequency) and the number
of documents that contain the term (document frequency).
The VSM method works well when related documents dis-
cuss the same specific topic. When documents are about
the same specific topic, they share many common terms, so
the document similarities calculated by VSM model become
high. However, a person in the web may appear in different
circumstances. Therefore, although these documents may be
about the same general topic, their specific topics may be
different. For example, a computer scientist may have his
publications on several different specific topics under the same
general computer science topic. In such a case, common terms
among documents are very few. Moreover, information about
a people may appear in only few lines in a web page so the
text relates to him is short. The shortness of relevant texts
also makes common terms being few. When the number of
common terms is few, similarities calculated by VSM are not
so effective for differentiating documents relevant to different
people.

We propose a new method to boost the weight of important
terms in order to measure document similarities when the
number of common terms is small. Suppose that we have
a set of documents that are about topics close to those of a
pair of documents. In the pair of documents, because of the
small number of documents and the shortness of documents’
length keywords related with the topic may not appear more
frequently than other words. However, in the set of documents
of the same topic, keywords appear more frequently than
other words. It is reasonable to assume that keywords in the
document pair appear as frequently as they do in the set of
documents if the relevant texts are longer. Therefore, we use
the frequencies of keywords in the set of documents to modify
the frequencies of keywords in the pair of documents.

This approach requires external sets of documents, so we
prepared some sets of documents on some topics. We call
these sets the knowledge base. Then we used this knowledge
base to find document sets that are close in topic to a pair of
documents and modify their keywords’ term frequencies. We
call our method “Similarity via Knowledge Base” (SKB).

Knowledge base used in our SKB method can be seen as
a kind of training data. In a research of name disambiguation
in citation data[20], the authors used a supervised learning
method. They prepared training documents for every person



in advance and used these documents to train the classifier.
However, this approach is infeasible for people in the web
because preparing training documents for every person in the
web is an impossible task. On the other hand, our approach
of using knowledge base is feasible because we only prepare
documents on several topics. Also, this preparation is easier
because we may use already existing document categories (e.g
web directories) as knowledge base. In the next subsections,
we will discuss the calculation process in detail.

Our SKB method can also be regarded as a method of
feature selection. In the traditional vector space model method,
only stop words are removed from the feature set. We use a
set of documents on the same topic to filter out unimportant
terms which are not strong related to the document’s topic.
Therefore we can reduce the dimension of documents’ vectors
and recompute the weight of important terms.

C. Calculation algorithm
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Fig. 1. Name disambiguation system

[h]
Figure 2 illustrates the details of our SKB method. The

measurement of document similarities has three steps as
follows.

1) Preprocess documents
2) Find directories from the knowledge base that are close

in topic to a document and measure weight of terms
using these directories.

3) Measure similarity between a pair of documents using
knowledge base.

The following subsections give the details of each step.
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Fig. 2. Measure similarity using a knowledge base

1) Preprocessing:In this step we remove stop words and
use the Porter algorithm[18] to stem words to their root forms.
As web pages are noisy information source, only information
around personal name should be considered as information
related to people. Therefore, we extract only 50 terms in
before and 50 terms after a personal name to create a bag
of words representing that person.

2) Finding close directories and measuring term weights:
The traditional VSM uses the following formulas to calculate
term weights.

idf(t, TREC) = log(
N

df
) (1)

tf idf(t, d) = tf(t, d)× idf(t, TREC) (2)

Here tf(t, d) is the frequency of termt in the document
d. We use the TREC-Web collection[15] to calculate the
inverse document frequencyidf(t, TREC) of term t. N is
the number of documents in the TREC-Web collection.

Suppose that a directoryDir is close in topic to the
documentd. Then the distribution of a topic’s keyword termt
in d andDir should be similar ifd is long enough. Therefore,
the larger a termt’s weight tf idf(t,Dir) is, the larger that
term t’s importance in the documentweight(t, d) should be.

We may usetf idf(t,Dir) in place oftf idf(t, d), but we
still want to keep the importance oftf idf(t, d), so we choose
the geometric mean as follows.

weight(t, d,Dir) ∝
√

tf idf(t, d)× tf idf(t, Dir) (3)



We have many directories and we want to make this
importance comparable among them, so we normalize this
importance by dividing it by the size of directories. Finally,
we use the importance computing formula as follows.

weight(t, d, Dir) =

√
tf idf(t, d)× tf idf(t,Dir)

length(Dir)
(4)

The formula 4 is used to find directories that are close in
topic to documentd. We use the following formula to calculate
similarity between a documentd and a directoryDir.

SIM(d,Dir) =
∑

t∈d∩Dir

weight(t, d,Dir) (5)

Then we select the topk directories with the highest
SIM(d,Dir) values and call these k directories
Dir1, Dir2, ...Dirk as representative directories. The
common terms betweend andDiri are called representative
of d via directoryDiri

Representative(d,Diri) = {t | t ∈ d ∩Diri} (6)

3) Measuring document pair similarities:Let a pair of
documents to be measured be (d1, d2). For each directory
Dir in the knowledge base, we representd1, d2 via directory
Dir using common terms between documents and direc-
tory: Representative(d1, Dir), Representative(d2, Dir).
The weight of representative terms is calculated using formula
4. For each common term of a document pair, its contribution
to the document pair’s similarity is calculate as follows.

contribute(t, d1, d2, Dir) = weight(t, d1, Dir)×
weight(t, d2, Dir) (7)

The similarity between the document pair (d1, d2) is the
summarization of contributions by all common terms.

SIM(d1, d2, Dir) =
∑

t

contribute(t, d1, d2, Dir) (8)

where t ∈ Representative(d1, Dir) ∩
Representative(d2, Dir).

After calculating the similarities between pair(d1, d2) using
all representative directories ofd1, d2, we choose the highest
value as the similarity between document pair(d1, d2).

SIM(d1, d2) = max
i

SIM(d1, d2, Diri) (9)

D. Grouping documents

Suppose we have two document sets, and each set has only
documents related to the same person. If these two document
sets are similar enough to each other, both of them may
be about the same person, so we merge them together. The
similarity between two sets of documents is the average of
the similarities of all document pairs between two sets.

SIM(C1, C2) =

∑
di∈C1 ,dj∈C2

SIM(di, dj)

|C1| × |C2| (10)

At the initial step each document itself forms a singleton
cluster. Then we consecutively merge the closest cluster pair
until the number of clusters is small enough. The details of
clustering algorithm are as follows.

Procedure ClusterDocument()
1: At initial status, each document forms a singleton cluster
2: Calculate similarity between all clusters
3: while (number of clusters> Nthreshold) do
4: Find the pair of clusters (C1, C2) with

the maximum similarity
5: MergeC1, C2 to form a new clusterCnew

6: Update similarity betweenCnew and other clustersCi

7: end while
8: return a set of clusters

HereNthreshold is tuned using a training data set.

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Baseline methods

We chose two methods to compare with our method as
baseline methods: the vector space model (VSM) method and
the named entity recognition (NER) method. The following
subsections give details about each method.

1) Vector space model method:In the VSM method, we
do preprocessing same as preprocessing in our SKB method:
we remove stop words and select 50 words before and 50
words after each personal query name. Using this bag of
words we construct a document vector whose constituents are
tf idf(t, d) values of all words in the bag calculated using
equation 2. We use the inner vector product of document
vectors as the similarity measurement of document pairs.

2) Named entity recognition method:In[14], the authors
use named entities recognition (NER) method for the mea-
surement of document similarities. We use the LingPipe
software[5] (a named entity extraction tool) to extract named
entities inside a document and build a document vector using
these named entities. Constituents of vector are binary value
(1 if a named entity appear in the document, 0 otherwise).
The inner vector product between document vectors is used
for similarity measurement.

B. Data sets

1) Knowledge base directories:We chose directories in
dmoz.org [6] for knowledge base directories. We prepare two
sets of directories for the experiment with our SKB method.
For the first set, we select 56 specific directories from various
topics including art, business, computer, games, history, home,
news, recreation, science, shopping, society and sports. Each
directory contained about 40 to 50 documents. For the second
set, we merged directories of close topics in the first set
together to get 14 general directories. The lists of directories
in these two sets are shown in table II and table III.



TABLE I

DATA SETS

Field Name
Computer Adachi Jun, Sakai Shuichi
science Tanaka Katsumi, John D. Lafferty

Tom M. Mitchell, Andrew McCallum
Paul G. Hewitt, Edwin F. Taylor

Physics Frank Bridge, Kenneth W. Ford
Paul W. Zitzewitz, Michael A. Dubson
Scott Hammer, Thomas F. Patterson

Medicine Henry F. Chambers, David C. Hooper
Michele L. Pearson, Lindsay E. Nicolle
John M. Roberts, David Reynolds

History Thomas A. Brady, William L. Cleveland
Thomas E. Woods, Peter Haugen

2) Test sets:We got from the Google search engine [7]
documents of researchers in four fields: computer science,
physics, medicine and history. In each research field we chose
six people as shown in table I.

For each person we selected top 100 documents from the
searching results. After removing the non-html documents,
each collection had about 75 to 90 documents, among them
about 20 to 60 documents were documents related to the same
person.

We divided 24 collections into two sets: a training set and a
test set. The training set has 16 collections (4 collections per
each field× 4 fields) and the test set has eight collections (2
collections per each field× 4 fields). In each set, we created
pseudo namesake data by mixing together two collections: two
each from two people in different research fields. This yielded
4×4×(

4
2

)
= 96 pseudo namesake data for the training set and

2× 2× (
4
2

)
= 24 pseudo namesake data for the test set. The

training set is for tuning the number of clusters and the test
set is for verifying and comparing the performance of each
method.

C. Evaluation of clustering performance

We evaluate the performance of the clustering results as
follows. From the clustering results, we first remove clusters
whose size is less than or equal to three. For each remaining
cluster, we choose the person who has the largest number of
documents in the cluster and label all documents in the cluster
with the label of that person. Then we calculate the precision
(P ), recall (R), and F measure (Fmeasure) values of labeled
documents using the following equations.

P =

Number of documents correctly
labeled

Number of documents labeled
(11)

R =

Number of documents correctly
labeled

Number of documents should be
labeled

(12)

Fmeasure =
2PR

P + R
(13)

TABLE II

L IST OF 56 DIRECTORIES

Arts.GraphicDesign.Typography
Arts.Literature.OnlineReading
Arts.Music.Composition.Composers
Business.FinancialServices
Business.Investing.Brokerages
Computers.Multimedia.Software
Computers.NewsandMedia
Computers.Security.MaliciousSoftware.Viruses
Computers.Software.DataAdministration
Computers.Software.DataCompression
Computers.Software.Databases Computers.Software.MachineLearning
Computers.Software.SoftwareEngineering

Computers.Software.SystemManagement
Computers.Software.TextMining
Games.Gambling.Poker
Games.Miniatures
Games.Roleplaying
Health.Medicine.Education
History Education
Home.ConsumerInformation.ClothingandAccessories
Home.Family.Babies
Home.Family.FamilyResourcesandSupport
Home.PersonalFinance
Kids andTeens.PeopleandSociety.Psychology
Kids andTeens.Pre-School
News.AnalysisandOpinion
News.BreakingNews
News.Media.IndustryNews
News.Media.MediaLiteracy
News.Weather
Recreation.Motorcycles
Recreation.Pets
Recreation.Travel.ImageGalleries
Science.AnomaliesandAlternativeScience
Science.Biology.Microbiology.Virology
Science.Biology.Neurobiology
Science.Physics.Astrophysics
Science.Physics.Cosmology
Science.Physics.Electromagnetism
Science.Sciencein Society
Science.SocialSciences.Sociology
Science.Software
Shopping.Clothing.Fur
Shopping.Clothing.NaturalFiber
Shopping.Clothing.Uniforms
Society.Issues.Conspiracy
Society.Issues.Education
Society.Issues.Survivalism
Society.LifestyleChoices.Vegetarianism
Society.People.CollegeLife
Society.People.Lefthanders
Society.People.PenPals
Society.Philosophy.Philosophyof Mind
Sports.Fantasy
Sports.Walking

TABLE III

L IST OF 14 DIRECTORIES

Arts Business Computers
Games Home Health and medicine
History Kids and teens News
Recreation Science Shopping
Society Sports



D. Experimental results

1) Performances of methods:We varied the stopping con-
dition of the clustering algorithm (i.e. the number of clusters)
and measure the valuesP,R, and Fmeasure. Figure 3,4,5
and 6 show the results for four methods: VSM, NER, SKB
with 56 directories and SKB with 14 directories, respectively.
Figure 7 shows a comparison of the four methods in terms of
F measure value. We also counted the number of remaining
large clusters (clusters with size larger than 3) for all sets and
took the average (figure 8).
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Fig. 3. Performance of VSM method
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Fig. 4. Performance of NER method

2) Tuning the number of clusters:We used the training set
to find the best number of clusters for the stopping condition
of the clustering algorithm. The results are 71, 60, and 63, for
VSM, NER, and SKB, respectively. At these thresholds, VSM,
NER, and SKB achieved the Fmeasure values of 53.3%,
52.9%, and 57.2%. We applied these number of clusters for the
stopping condition of the clustering algorithm in the testing
experiment. Table IV shows the performance of the training
and test sets in terms ofFmeasure value.
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Fig. 5. Performance of SKB method with 14 directories
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Fig. 6. Performance of SKB method with 56 directories

E. Discussion

1) Comparison among methods:As we can see from
figures 3,4,5 and 6, the bestFmeasure values of SKB with 56
directories and SKB with 14 directories are 57.2% and 54.3%,
respectively, which are better than theFmeasure values of
VSM (53.3%) and NER (52.9%). In the test set, the SKB with
56 directories and SKB with 14 directories also outperformed
VSM and NER in term ofFmeasure: SKB with 56 directories
and SKB with 14 directories achieved a value of 52.8% and
53.2%, respectively, compared with 45.1% of VSM and 49.6%
of NER.

From figures 5 and 6, we learn that SKB method show bet-
ter performance with 56 directories than with 14 directories.

TABLE IV

TUNING PARAMETERS AND TEST RESULTS

Method Nthreshold Training Test
set set

VSM 71 53.3% 45.1%
NER 60 52.9% 49.6%

SKB (56 dirs) 63 57.2% 52.8%
SKB (14 dirs) 75 54.3% 53.2%
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This intuitively suggests that the quality of knowlegde base
affect directly to the performance of SKB method.

2) Number of large clusters:We also investigated the
number of large clusters in the result. As shown in the figure
8, the number of large clusters for each method varies in the
range from 3 to 7 when the numbers of all clusters are around
Nthreshold, which is suitable for practical use.

3) Computation complexity:Let n and M be the number
of documents and the number of directories, respectively. In
the VSM method, we have to calculate similarity between
every document pair. Therefore, the computation complexity
of the VSM method isO(n2). In our SKB method, we have
to calculate similarity between every document pair using2k
top directories and have to calculate similarity between every
document and every directory. Therefore, the computation
complexity of the SKB method isO(2k×n2 +M ×n). As k
and M are constants, the computation complexity isO(n2).
This complexity is of the same order as the VSM method,
but it is more expensive than the VSM method by a constant
factor.

V. CONCLUSION

In this research we focused on the problem of disambiguate
personal name in web search results. To solve this problem,
we have proposed a new method to measure the similarities
between documents: similarity via knowledge base (SKB).
Our method uses a knowledge base to find out topic words,
which are important keywords in documents, in order to
find out shared contexts of documents and to more easily
calculate the weight of the shared contexts. Then, we use these
similarity results for the agglomerative clustering to group re-
lated documents together. Our SKB method performed better
than two traditional methods: the vector space model (VSM)
method and the named entity recogniton (NER) method. In the
future, we will use our SKB method in cooperation with other
clustering techniques to improve the grouping performance.
We will also try to reduce the calculation complexity induced
by using a knowledge base.
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